CYCLE STREET TEST

During the 1970s four-cylinder
machines became synonomous
with high performance. A typical
Four in every respect, the GS550
is fast and equally at home on the
open road or in the canyons. Except
for only one real blemish—vibration—
the 550 is everything a ’70sdecade cycle is supposed to be.
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• TRADITIONS TAKE TIME TO BUILD. BEFORE

1969, real motorcycles had a pair of cylin
ders—arranged in a V or side-by-side,
take your pick. Real motorcycles had
push-rods, kick starting, drum brakes and
36-spoke wheels, and until 1969 motorcy
cles were virtually tradition-bound to use
these items. It took one four-cylinder ma
chine (the Honda 750) to depart from the
tradition and begin a new one. In the 10
years since 1969, multi-cylinder roadsters
have become the norm.
The Suzuki GS550EN is in the main
stream of the 1970s tradition. With its
transverse four-cylinder engine, four car
buretors, dual-overhead camshafts, disc
brakes and cast wheels, the GS is—to
many of today’s motorcyclists—the epit
ome of what a modern motorcycle should
be. To be sure, the 550 has several com
pletely conventional (some would say ob
solete) features whose designs pre-date
1969. For example, the Suzuki has only
two valves per cylinder, a breaker-points
ignition system and an oil/spring fork
when it could have CDI, four-valve heads
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and air-assisted suspension. But, regard
less of the few up-to-the-minute designs it
lacks, overall the GS offers in one neat
package the basic designs which are
generally considered 1970s state-of-theart technology.
It’s easy to forget that the GS is also part
of another tradition: the 550EN is a variant
of the standard GS550N. For many years
and for some pretty good economic rea
sons manufacturers have offered vari
ants. It’s been a sensible way, for
instance, to produce two different dis
placement machines, each using the
same chassis. Just a few years ago the
manufacturers grew more inventive and
began concocting slightly different and
slightly more expensive models with os
tensibly functional variations, such as
four-into-one pipes.
Suzuki in particular has taken a practi
cal and economical approach to the pro
duction of functional variants. The EN has
just a few trendy modifications—cast
wheels, a rear disc brake and a stepped
seat—which raise the cost of the EN to

only $190 more than the standard N, but
still give it the customized look. Suzuki’s
use of stylish and inexpensive variations
has been commercially successful: last
year the E models outsold the standard
versions in all four displacement catego
ries where they were offered—400, 550,
750 and lOOOcc.
Suzuki first introduced the GS550B in
the spring of 1977, about six months after
the debut of the GS750, their first fourstroke motorcycle. The 550’s powerplant
was a well-engineered, technically pedes
trian unit. There’s been one engine re
finement in the intervening two model
years: to cut down on gear whine, the
original GS-B’s straight-cut primary gears
have been replaced by bevel-cut cogs,
and its 93-tooth/47-tooth gear pair has
been reduced to an 87/44 combination.
For 1979, the GS550’s engine design
can now be considered even more
straightforward in relation to some re
cently introduced unorthodox 500/550cc
machines such as the Honda CX500. The
middleweight class currently consists of
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two parallel twins (the Laverda 500 and
the Yamaha 650), three V-twins (the
Honda CX500, the Moto Guzzi V-50 and
the Moto Morini 500), one opposed twin
(the BMW R65), one single (the Yamaha
500) and four four-cylinder bikes (the
Benelli 500, the Honda and Kawasaki
650s and the Suzuki 550). Traditional
transverse fours are outnumbered by
twins of all engine configurations, and
that possibly foreshadows the building of
a 1980s tradition.
Regardless of what the future holds, the
GS-EN’s engine is currently one of the
most reliable units around. A one-piece
cast cylinder head houses hemispherical
combustion chambers with two valves per
cylinder. Adjustment of the valves is a
simple matter of installing shims of differ
ent thicknesses in the tappet tops. The

Hail orthodoxy! It works with double overhead cams, four cylinders, four carbs and a roller-bearing bottom end.

dual overhead camshafts ride on the
head’s plain bearing surfaces, and the
shafts are driven by a roller chain. With a
nearly square bore and stroke of 56.0 x
55.8 millimeters, the GS displaces 549cc
and has a willingness to rev high.
Suzuki engineers have chosen to use
roller bearings at several points in the
engine’s bottom end where they might
otherwise have used plain bearings.
Though roller bearings offer no advan
tage in reliability over plain bearings and
are actually a little noisier during opera
tion, they do require less engine oil pres
sure. Six caged roller and ball bearings
support the pressed-together crankshaft.
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The tank, seat, bar and light produce the LN look. Rear-positioned tank requires frame-mounted beauty-covers.

The number four cylinder’s inside crank
wheel doubles as the primary gear, and
there’s bearing support just inside of that

gear. All four of the one-piece connecting
rods ride on roller bearings at the big end,
and the slightly domed pistons ride on the
CYCLE
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rods’ small ends' plain bearing surfaces.
Since the GS engine is a well-con
structed representative of the four-cylin
der genre, it is expected that the 550
should be as smooth as glass. It is up to a
point, and that point is 5800 rpm. For a
reason which is peculiar to this engine,
the 550 emits a very noticeable and irritat
ing high-frequency resonance from just
under 6000 rpm until redline. The vibra
tion discourages the rider from high-rpm
running for more than about 10 minutes at
a time; in the lower rpm range the GS vi
brates minimally and is very comfortable.
Fortunately, around-town cruising and
short highway jaunts are most usually
accomplished at speeds below the reso
nance level. But canyon berserkos note
that in third gear the 500 spins 6400 rpm
at an indicated 55 miles per hour (and
that’s definitely in the Shake, Rattle and
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Roll zone). At 55 miles per hour in fourth,
fifth or sixth gear, the engine is comfort
able, turning 5400, 4900 and 4500 rpm.
However, the GS’s powerplant, like most
medium-displacement engines, needs
high revs to develop any serious horse
power. The Suzuki produces 27.51 horse
power at 6000 rpm, and the rider needs to
chase the engine to 8500 to use its peak
of 41.55 horsepower.
Historically, it’s been the rare mid
dleweight motorcycle which has used a
six-speed transmission; the only two cur
rently thus equipped are the Laverda 500
and the GS550. A six-speed gearbox has
one primary advantage over a five-speed:
it lets the rider keep the engine in its
powerband easily. With the GS’s horse
power married to vibration, though, the
rider is not encouraged to use the gear
box to advantage, and the six speeds are
instead occasionally something of a nui
sance. For about the first 1000 miles of

operation gear engagement is rather stiff,
and neutral is difficult to locate except
when the bike is standing still and the
engine is idling. After the initial break-in
period the gearbox loosens up and shifts
just fine.
Power to the gearbox is transmitted via
a 15-plate clutch with a primary ratio of
1.977:1. When the engine is cold the
clutch works pretty well, with easy lever
actuation and a wide engagement
spread. When the engine heats up,
though, or when the rider abuses the
clutch with some uphill starts, the engage
ment point becomes narrow and actua
tion grabby.
Four 22mm Mikuni carburetors form
the primary part of the GS’s induction
system. To meet increasingly stringent
Environmental Protection Agency emis
sions standards, the carbs have been
jetted somewhat lean—which produces
some flat spots in the 550's carburetion,
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The Low Stinger features a double-decker saddle; if the rider fits the pocket, it's cush. If not. it's a hump-buster. The LN mufflers are short and stubby.

The EN lacks the LN's gas gauge; the gear selector
uses in-series row lights, not a digital counter.

The LN has its suspension tuned for a softer rider, front and back. The LN's shocks have less preload than the EN's.
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especially in the lower rpm range. The
Mikunis’ choke lever helps the GS start on
cold mornings; it’s needed whenever the
bike sits for more than half an hour, even
in 60 degree weather.
A non-mechanical ignition system is a
trendy item conspicuously absent on the
stylish EN. The GS’s breaker points setup
in fact performs at least as well as a CDI
system, except for the fact that points
need periodic maintenance whereas the
CDI rarely if ever needs adjustment. The
GS uses two sets of points mounted out
side of the left crankwheel, and the igni
tion fires two plugs every 180 degrees of
crank rotation. A12-volt battery, dual coils
and three-phase AC generator complete
the GS’s electrical system.
All of the GS-series motorcycles reflect
a commitment by Suzuki to give their
bikes stout, rigid chassis. The 550’s mild
steel frame uses 1.12-inch tubing for its
main members. The heavily gusseted
steering head produces a 29-degree rake
(Continued on page 94)
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and 4.72 inches of trail. Both the rigidity of
the frame and its geometry result in excel
lent handling. At high speeds especially
the GS maintains its composure: there’s
no frame flex you can feel, and very little
wobbling overall. The GS’s longish 56.5inch wheelbase produces good straightline stability, and that attribute makes the
500 a much better than average mid
dleweight touring bike. Around town the
550 is a quick and willing handler, and the
bike is easy to throw around.
Designers of the GS emphasized
strength over light weight in the swing arm
also. The mild steel tubular assembly has
1.5-inch outside-diameter arms and mod
erately heavy gusseting at all the crucial
points. Because of its hefty construction
(Continued on page 96)
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Sure, the LN’s stylistic
variations intrude on the
550's functional ability,
but that hasn’t hurt the
Low Slinger's success.
Preliminary sales figures
indicate that the LN is
outselling both the standard
550N and the EN. Which only
goes to show that a lot of
riders prefer Summer Nights
on the Boulevard to gassing
it through the canyons.
• Responding to the market impulses
for that high-bar, low-light, step-seat,
long-fork, short-muffler look, Suzuki has
introduced a set of machines for the
Raked-out Randys of motorcycling.
Early in 1979, the GS550LN, as well as
the GS750LN and GS1000LN, ap
peared, a sure sign that Yamaha’s dis
covery would not be Suzuki’s loss.
To their credit, the Japanese do not
produce specials by snapping on cos
metic body work and hoping for the
best. In the case of the GS550LN, sus
pension modifications abound. The new
leading-axle fork carries three-rate fork
springs which are different from those
found on the EN-model. The preload
portion is the same as the EN, but the
middle rate is lighter, and the last portion
stiffer than the EN. To complement the
softer springing, Suzuki has lightened
up the rebound damping. The shocks
have the same springs and stroke as the
EN, but the preload position has been
shortened from 23.5mm to 6.0 millime
ters, so the L-model has less preload on
the springs, making the laid-back 550
feel softer in back, as well as in front,
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when compared to the standard Suzuki
550s. The wheelbase of the 550LN is
almost two inches longer than the nor
mal 550s; and despite appearances, the
LN has less rake then the E- or ENmodels (28 versus 29 degrees) and
slightly less trail (4.6 versus 4.72 inches).
There are at least three changes that
current LN- and EN-models share. First,
closer tolerances have been maintained
in carburetion production to hold emis
sions within ever-tightening EPA stan
dards. Second, early in 1978 the 550's
primary gears were changed from
straight-cut to bevel gears in order to
make the engine quieter; and third, at
the same time the primary ratio was
altered slightly, from 93/47 (1.978) to
87/44 (1.977).
Other than these changes, the LN
differs from the EN only in cosmetics.
This face and body treatment includes
the special fork, a six-inch quartz-iodine
headlight, high-rise handlebar, pulledback gas tank, short mufflers, steppedseatand grab-handle. Perhaps the most
obvious thing about the restyle is the

tank, which rides a considerable dis
tance back from the steering neck.
Viewed from the sides, the open space
between tank and neck is covered by
molded and pleated plastic panels that
hide the steering neck/frame tube junc
tures and parts of the wiring harness.
These panels hint that Suzuki hurried
into production with the LN-models.
The LN doesn't function as well as the
EN. While the LN rides more softly than
the standard-type 550, the suspension
does nothing to keep the cow-horn han
dlebar from tweaking the rider's right
wrist inward. After a half-hour, the rider
notices wrist-strain. Depending on your
height and proportions, the step in the
seat may be in exactly the wrong spot.
The basic riding position which the LN
Suzuki requires does not encourage
brisk riding. Hard-riding enthusiasts ac
customed to standard bikes will simply
feel awkward and out-of-place on the
GS550LN. They'll conclude that the LN
is a boutique-motorcycle, best suited to
boulevard nights.
And they'll be right.
@
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the 550 is not exactly the lightest mid
dleweight available. Full of gas, the GS
weighs 476 pounds, compared to the 469pound Honda 650 and the 417-pound
Laverda 500.
In the area of suspension the GS is
falling behind technologically. The
GS1000, with its air/spring fork and

shocks with adjustable damping, is the
best-handling one-liter machine available.
Obviously, Suzuki has the technology to
design first-rate suspension units, but
they have elected not to use it on the
middleweight GS. Instead, the 500 uses
an oil-damped steel spring fork, which is
perfectly competent but not exceptional
in any particular area. Damping action is
slow over bumps of all sizes, and the

Make and model...........................................Suzuki GS550EN
Price, suggested retail as of 5/1/79............................$2229
PERFORMANCE
Standing start ’A-mile...................................... 13.94 @ 96.15
Engine rpm @ 60 mph, top gear........................... 5100 rpm
Average fuel consumption rate.............................. 42.0 mpg
Cruising range, main/reserve.........................130.2/46.2 mi.
(209.5/74.3 km)
Load capacity
(GVWR less curb weight).....................145.3 kg (327 lbs.)
Maximum speed in gears @ engine redline .........(1) 40.0,
(2) 60.1, (3) 77.4, (4) 91.0, (5) 102.2, (6) 111.7
ENGINE
Type..........................................Four-stroke in-line four dohc;
two valves per cylinder; air-cooled
Bore and stroke ..............56.0 x 55.8mm (2.205 x 2.197 in.)
Piston displacement
549cc (33.5 cu. in.)
Compression ratio ............................................................ 8.6:1
Carburetion................................................... (4) 22mm Mikuni
Exhaust system
.............................................. Four-into-two
Ignition ............................................... Battery and coil, points
Air filtration........................... Oiled, washable foam element
Oil filtration....................................Disposable paper element
Oil capacity.............................................2.4 liters (2.5 quarts)
Bhp @ rpm........................................................ 41.55 @ 8500
Torque @ rpm................................................. 26.00 @ 7500

resulting initial impression is that the fork
is over-sprung. In fact, the springing is
about spot-on for a 170-pound rider; the
fork regularly uses much of its available
travel over larger bumps and potholes.
Though the suspension is constantly
working over small road irregularities (in
dicating that Suzuki engineers have ad
dressed the problem of stiction), there's
(Continued on page 98)

ELECTRICAL
Power source........................... Three-phase A.C. generator
Charge control
Voltage regulator
Headlight beams, high/low..................................... 50/40W
Tail/stop lights.............................................................. 8/23W
Battery....................................................................... 12V, 11 AH
INSTRUMENTS
Includes........................... 140-mph/220-km/h speedometer;
odometer; trip meter; 12,000-rpm tachometer;
turn-signal, high-beam, oil pressure, neutral,
and gear position indicator lights
Speedometer error, 30 mph indicated, actual ............29.61
60 mph indicated, actual.............. 58.44
CUSTOMER SERVICE CONTACT
Customer Relations Dept.
U.S. Suzuki Motor Corp.
13767 Freeway Dr.
Santa Fe Springs, Calif. 90670
Telephone (213) 921-4461

-

-

TRANSMISSION
Type...............................Six-speed, constant-mesh, 15-plate
wet clutch, chain drive
Primary drive.......................Helical-cut gear; 87/44; 1.977:1
Final drive..................... DID chain; 50/15 sprockets; 3.33:1
Gear ratios, (at the transmission)................ (1) 2.666, 32/12
(2) 1.777, 32/18 (3) 1.380, 29/21 (4) 1.173, 27/23
(5) 1.045, 23/22 (6) 0.956, 22/23
CHASSIS
Type..................................Mild-steel double-downtube frame
with tubular swing arm
9 20
Wheelbase ................................................. 1435mm (56.5 in.)
Rake/trail ............................................. 29°/120mm (4.72 in.)
Brake, front. Hydraulic, single disc, 295mm (11.6-in.) rotor
rear
Hydraulic, single disc, 275mm (10.8-in.) rotor
Wheel, front ................................................... Cast aluminum
rear ............................................................ Cast aluminum
10
Tire, front
Bridgestone 3.25H19
rear ................................................. Bridgestone 3.75H18
Seat height
813mm (32.0in.)
Ground clearance.............
178mm (7.0 in.)
Fuel capacity, main/reserve
,12.0/4.0 liters (3.1/1.1 gal.)
■ I
Curb weight, full tank............................
216.3 kg (477 lbs.)
RPMxlOO
Test weight............................................... 293.4 kg (647 lbs.)
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Suzuki GS550EN
Test Conditions:
— io
Barometer 29.90
Temperature
68°F Wat 86°F Dry
.Correction Factor 1.052.
Date of Test: 5/1 /79
As Tested on the
Webco Dyno
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REMARKABLE VALUE

Now you can b.uy TRICKIT® Suspension
Systems proven GP performance shock
absorbers and springs for just S69.95 a
pair in beautiful polished chrome or
S59.95 a pair in lusterous black finish.
There are no finer shocks available at
any price. Buy direct and save. Call toll
free, give our order desk year, make
and model of your motorcycle and
specify credit card — Visa, Mastercharge... or COD. Price includes the
shipping charges to your door. Guaran
teed to satisfy!

PERFORMANCE
The TRICKIT® GP shock absorber sys
tem provides...SAFETY: helps keep
tires on the pavement for better trac
tion. more responsive braking and bet
ter overall control. ECONOMY: lower
maintenance on suspension parts, reduces uneven tire
wear, maximizes tire life and helps maintain wheel bal
ance. COMFORT: delivers smooth ride, reducing bounce
and vibration. Rider and passenger ride in comfort.

V

QUALITY ENGINEERED
TRICKIT® GPshock absorbers areengineeredto perfection
and have a host of outstanding design features. Here's
why TRICKIT® shocks ride smoother, last longer:
• FULL PISTON DISPLACEMENT • 0-RING PISTON SEAL
• 100% COIL SPRING VALVING
• SPRING-LOADED. MULTI-UP SHAFT SEAL
• HYDRAULIC REBOUND STOP • ALL-WEATHER FLUID
• CHROME-PLATED. INDUCTION-HARDENED SHAFT
• INDEPENDENT REPLENISHING VALVE
• CHROME-SILICON WIRE SPRINGS

MAGAZINES AGREE
CYCLE GUIDE MM. 1978
"... can't bust 'em performance..
ROAD RIDER APRIL, 1978
"... lived up to their names in an impressive manner."

TEN DAY TRIAL
What is even more impressive, buying by mail, you can
prove what we say is true to your own satisfaction without
risking one cent. You have ten days to put theTRICKIT® GP
shocks and springs to the test—to confirm they perform
and they are sharp in appearance. Satisfy yourself. Com
pare with any shock and spring of this type at any price.
If the value is not as great as we say. if they do not win
your pleasure and satisfaction, send them back for a
complete refund.

ONE YEAR WARRANTY
Your TRICKIT® GP shocks and springs come with a one
year limited warranty to the original purchaser. Remem
ber. though, the quality engineered TRICKIT® GP shocks
and springs assure you of thousands of miles of troublefree performance.

BLACK OR POLISHED CHROME
Order your TRICKIT® GP Shocks and Springs today. The
price, including all shipping and handling charges, is just
S39.95 a pair for lusterous black or $49.95 a pair for pol
ished chrome, plus $19.95 a pair for springs, either black
epoxy finish or chrome. There's a pair waiting for your
motorcycle, ready to make it handle superbly and look
great! Order now! CALL

TOLL FREE

800-423-4822
(In California. Hawaii & Alaska 213-287-9738)
GIVE THE ORDER DESK YEAR. MAKE & MODEL OF YOUR
MOTORCYCLE. SPECIFY CREDIT CARD.
Give card number, expiration date and your name and
shipping address. Within 24 hours your shocks will be on
the way. Remember the price includes all shipping and
handling charges. You may also call toll free 800-423-4822
to order COD — or send check
or money order by mail. Be
sure to specify year, make
and model. California
;; cents add 5% sales tax.
1 L TRICKIT

CALL TODAYYOU'LL BE
GLAD YOU DID!
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TRICKIT SUSPENSION SYSTEMS
4SJ1 S ENClNITA AVENUE. TEMPLE CITY. CA 91780
Number 1 Products Inc.
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Suzuki GS550 Continued from page 96
still a lack of cushiness. The fork gets the
job done, and nothing more.
Nor do the shocks reflect the latest in
suspension technology. The absorbers
are oil-damped and have five adjustable
spring preload settings. On the firm pre
load setting, the shocks perform accept
ably for fast riding on twisty roads. The
stiffer springing reduces shock travel,
keeps the GS from wallowing and helps
maintain needed ground clearance dur
ing hard cornering. On the lighter spring
preload settings the GS tends to pogo
when ridden hard, but yields a more com
fortable ride on the open road. Shock
compression and rebound damping is
light, and that lets the shocks react
quickly to bumps; it also encourages the
bike’s rocking-horse motions when the
preload is on soft.
During hard cornering on a tight road
there are several chassis components
which touch down. In a moderately hard
turn, or when the shock springs haven’t
been jacked up, the centerstand is sure to
drag. After that, during very hard turns,
the footpegs, side stand and header-pipe
brackets all scrape lightly at about the
same time.
At about the same time that the chassis
components begin wearing grooves in the
highway, the Bridgestone tires, especially
the rear, begin to drift. The slippage is
controllable, progressive and slow; it’s
primarily a polite reminder that the GS is
cornering nearly as hard as it can. To its
credit, the GS maintains its stability while
any parts drag, or while the tires slip.
Both wheel assemblies walk the line
between function and style. The cast
wheels are indeed heavier than spoke
units, but (aside from being better-look
ing) they’re also more rigid. That rigidity
goes a long way to aid cornering stability
by helping to eliminate wheel flex. More
over, the cast wheels don’t need
maintenance.
Both disc brakes provide excellent
stopping power. The two-piece riveted
disc found on the original GS-B was re
placed in 1978 by the one-piece item
currently in use on the GS-EN. There’s
very little chatter when the rider activates
the 550’s front brake, even though there is
a pattern which resembles heavy chatter
marks on the disc itself. Regardless of any
idiosyncrasy, the brake performs very
well: it activates progressively and resists
locking even during panic-stop situations.
The GS’s feel belies its categorization
as a middleweight; it feels nearly as big as
the average 750. The seat is roomy and
allows two-up riding comfortably. Me
dium-density foam is used in the seat and
it’s good for a reasonably numb-free long
ride. The handlebar is swept back very
little, and it positions the rider naturally
forward into the wind. Judging by the
handlebar cant, we’d say that Suzuki does
not anticipate too many owners attaching
(Continued on page WO)
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Kawasaki 903 Z1-A 1/75
Honda CB-400F Super Sport 3/75
Honda GL-1000 Gold Wing 4/75
MV Agusta 788 America S 5/75
Honda CB-750F Super Sport 5/75
Honda CB-550F Super Sport 9/75
BMW R75/6 11/75
BMW R/90S 1/76
Laverda 1000 Triple 3/76
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40717
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What does one
of the world's
quickest
riders
know
that you
don't?

Suzuki GS550 Continued from page 98
fairings. Folding footpegs are new for
1979, and they too are mounted in the
right spot for non-faired cruising.
Most of the 550’s detail components,
such as its various gauges and switches,
petcock, fork lock and choke lever, are
well-engineered and functional. For tour
ing riders the '79 GS has a cluster of termi
nals located under the seat to accept
some electrical accessories, so owners
need no longer cut and splice wires to
attach their CB radio or tape deck. New
for this year is a starter interlock, a safety
feature which requires the rider to pull in
the clutch lever while starting the engine.
The interlock switch is identical to the one
which activates the brake light when the
front brake is used. Touring riders had
been complaining that the GS-B and C
handgrips were not long enough to allow
the convenient installation of mechanical
cruise-control devices. The GS-N’s hand
grips have been lengthened slightly to
cure this minor annoyance.
Just a few of the 550’s detail items need
refinement. There’s only one helmet lock,
and the seat must be lifted to get at it. The

Pro Stock rider Terry Vance:
9 seconds flat and 147.05
mph in the quarter mile!

Nothing in the universe is faster
than the speed of light. By compari
son a speeding bullet is little faster
than an inchworm.
That's what Terry Vance knows, and
it’s why he uses a Martek electronic
ignition system in his world record
setting Pro Stock drag bike. No
“speeding bullet" type breaker points
for him. With Martek he gets greater
energy to his spark plugs, and timing
events measured in microseconds.
Flawlessly. Infallibly.
What does this mean to you and
your bike? You can have the same
ignition Terry Vance depends on, right
off your dealer's shelf. And you never
have to go near a drag strip to

Martek electronic ignitions, easy
to install with no special skills
or tools required—performance
and satisfaction guaranteed.
100

experience the benefits of Martek
electronic ignition. You’ll get faster,
easier starting. Smoother running at
all speeds. More power in acceler
ating. Better fuel economy. And you'll
never have to fuss with points or
timing again.
We make easy-to-install kits for
almost every bike there is—racing,
touring, street, off-road—four,
two and one cylinders—four-stroke
and two—flywheel/magneto and
battery/coil types. Send 50C for a
Martek decal and catalog information
on an ignition for your bike.
Martek makes a difference. And we
want you to experience it.

Products, Inc.
Ana. CA 92704- 714/751-7901
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fuel tank’s locking cover, which is at best
minimally effective at keeping out thieves
or vandals, is flimsy and a hassle to re
lock. Both rubber-mounted mirrors vi
brate vigorously above 5000 rpm. Remov
ing the intermediary sections of the
mirrors' shafts—the portions which con
tain the rubber—neither increases nor de
creases the severity of the blurring.
Though the four-cylinder GS is smack
in the middle of the 1970s tradition, it's in
danger of becoming dated. The things it
does well, it does very well. It’s fast, it's
comfortable both in town (because of its
nimbleness) and on the highway (be
cause of its roominess), it's absolutely
stone reliable and it's inexpensive com
pared to any of its middleweight rivals. But
if the GS is going to carry the banner of
the Transverse Four into the 1980s, it’s
going to need some refinement to keep it
up-to-date and competitive. That nagging
problem of high-rpm vibration has to be
exorcised. And some other 500/550s, no
tably the CX500, offer better suspension
compliance. Still, for this year, traditional
ists who are bound and determined to buy
a four-cylinder middleweight could do a
lot worse than the Suzuki 550. It's a per
fectly competent 1970s motorcycle.
®
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